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QUESTION 1

You connect to the root container of a multitenant container database (CDB) with SYSDBA privileges by 

using SQL*Plus. 

The CDB has several pluggable databases (PDBs) open in read/write mode. 

There are ongoing transactions in both the CDB and the PDBs. 

What happens after issuing the SHUTDOWN TRANSACTIONAL statement? 

A. the statement results in an error because there are open PDBs 

B. the shutdown proceeds as soon as all transactions in the PDBs are either committed or rolled back. 

C. the shutdown proceeds as soon as all transactions in the CDB are either committed or rolled back. 

D. the shutdown proceeds immediately 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the following command: 

ALTER SYSTEM SET enable_ddl_logging = TRUE; 

Which statement is true? 

A. Only the data definition language (DDL) commands that resulted in errors are logged in the alert log file. 

B. All DDL commands are logged in the alert log file. 

C. All DDL commands are logged in a different log file that contains DDL statements and their execution dates. 

D. Only DDL commands that resulted in the creation of new segments are logged. 

E. All DDL commands are logged in XML format in the alert directory under the Automatic Diagnostic Repository (ADR)
home. 

Correct Answer: C 

The log files are created only in $ADR_HOME/log in alert log only alter system is catched.Sun Mar 30 23:30:04
2014ALTER SYSTEM SET enable_ddl_logging=TRUE SCOPE=BOTH;Sun Mar 30 23:32:41 2014ALTER SYSTEM
SET enable_ddl_logging=TRUE SCOPE=BOTH;Sun Mar 30 

23:39:35 2014ALTER SYSTEM SET enable_ddl_logging=FALSE SCOPE=BOTH;[oracle@ovs trace]$ 

only in diag/rdbms/.../../log/ two files are capturing this. The xml file is capturing full details and text file 

having only the commands. 
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[oracle@ovs log]$ pwd/oraclebase/diag/rdbms/ora12c1/ora12c1/log[oracle@ovs log]$ cat ddl/* 

create table testing2(a number) 

create table testing3( aa number) 

[oracle@ovs log]$ cat ddl_ora12c1.logSun Mar 30 23:33:26 2014diag_adl:create table testing2(a number) 

diag_adl:create table testing3( aa number) 

Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/REFRN/GUID-6FBA6147-D545-4E7D-94F0A97EC1C721AE.htm#REFRN10302 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements are true about tablespaces in a multitenant container database (CDB)? 

A. All PDBs and CDBs have their own UNDO tablespaces. 

B. All PDBs and CDBs have their own SYSTEM and SYSAUX tablespaces. 

C. Each pluggable database (PDB) can have a temporary tablespace or a tablespace group. 

D. CDBs and PDBs may share the same temporary tablespace that is present in the root container. 

E. There can be only one temporary tablespace group in a CDB. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

You execute the following PL/SQL: 
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Which two statements are true? 

A. Fine-Grained Auditing (FGA) is enabled for the PRICE column in the PRODUCTS table for SELECT statements only
when a row with PRICE > 10000 is accessed. 

B. FGA is enabled for the PRODUCTS.PRICE column and an audit record is written whenever a row with PRICE >
10000 is accessed. 

C. FGA is enabled for all DML operations by JIM on the PRODUCTS.PRICE column. 

D. FGA is enabled for the PRICE column of the PRODUCTS table and the SQL statements is captured in the FGA audit
trial. 

Correct Answer: AD 

DBMS_FGA.ADD_POLICY(object_schema => `hr\\',object_name => `emp\\',policy_name => 

`chk_hr_emp\\',audit_condition => `dept = "SALES" `,audit_column => `salary\\'statement_types => 

`insert,update,delete,select\\'); Default value for statement_types is SELECT 

Setting audit_trail to DBMS_FGA.DB sends the audit trail to the SYS.FGA_LOG$ table in the database 

and omits SQL Text and SQL Bind. 

Setting audit_trail to DBMS_FGA.DB+EXTENDED sends the audit trail to the SYS.FGA_LOG$ table in the 

database and includes SQL Text and SQL Bind. 

Setting audit_trail to DBMS_FGA.XML writes the audit trail in XML files sent to the operating system and 

omits SQL Text and SQL Bind. 

Setting audit_trail to DBMS_FGA.XML+EXTENDED writes the audit trail in XML files sent to the operating 

system and includes SQL Text and SQL Bind. 

Default value fo audit_trail parameter in DBMS_FGA.ADD_POLICY is DB+EXTENDED 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two are true concerning a multitenant container database with three pluggable database? 

A. All administration tasks must be done to a specific pluggable database. 

B. The pluggable databases increase patching time. 

C. The pluggable databases reduce administration effort. 

D. The pluggable databases are patched together. 

E. Pluggable databases are only used for database consolidation. 

Correct Answer: CE 
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The benefits of Oracle Multitenant are brought by implementing a pure deployment choice. The following list calls out
the most compelling examples. 

* 

High consolidation density. (E) 

The many pluggable databases in a single multitenant container database share its memory and 

background processes, letting you operate many more pluggable databases on a particular platform than 

you can single databases that use the old architecture. This is the same benefit that schema-based 

consolidation brings. 

* 

Rapid provisioning and cloning using SQL. 

* 

New paradigms for rapid patching and upgrades. (D, not B) 

The investment of time and effort to patch one multitenant container database results in patching all of its 

many pluggable databases. To patch a single pluggable database, you simply unplug/plug to a multitenant 

container database at a different Oracle Database software version. 

* 

(C, not A) Manage many databases as one. 

By consolidating existing databases as pluggable databases, administrators can manage many databases 

as one. For example, tasks like backup and disaster recovery are performed at the multitenant container 

database level. 

* 

Dynamic between pluggable database resource management. In Oracle Database 12c, Resource 

Manager is extended with specific functionality to control the competition for resources between the 

pluggable databases within a multitenant container database. 

Note: 

* 

Oracle Multitenant is a new option for Oracle Database 12c Enterprise Edition that helps customers 

reduce IT costs by simplifying consolidation, provisioning, upgrades, and more. It is supported by a new 

architecture that allows a multitenant container database to hold many pluggable databases. And it fully 
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complements other options, including Oracle Real Application Clusters and Oracle Active Data Guard. An 

existing database can be simply adopted, with no change, as a pluggable database; and no changes are 

needed in the other tiers of the application. 
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